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Grasshopper on kitchen window. Photo by Helen Frost
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Wasp Spider – a grasshopper’s nightmare!
Unless you are a serious arachnophobe, we are fortunate in the parish to have
a good population of Wasp Spiders (Argiope bruennichi). On grassy heathland
tracks there are some fine colonies in our area and, in places, it’s possible to
see a dozen of the magnificent, black, yellow and white-banded females within
the space of 20 metres or less.

Picture 1: Wasp Spider Photo by Ian Cross
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The Wasp Spider is a recent arrival in the UK from the continent. It is already
well-established, if somewhat local, in southern Britain, and is slowly
spreading.
Lush, long grass of the edges of bogs, verges and grassy meadows are their
favourite habitat. They will even very occasionally turn up in gardens - though
never indoors! A web is spun at about knee height among the grass stems and
the adult spider sits, fully exposed, at its centre (picture 1 above).

Picture 2: Close-up of a Wasp Spider Photo by Ian Cross
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A close view (picture 2 above) shows that the combined head and thorax
(‘cephalothorax’ if you want to get technical) is completely covered in a close
down of short, white hairs. Only the abdomen bears the characteristic pattern
of black, white and yellow. The female is massive compared with the male
(picture 3 below). In fact, she’s quite a respectable size among British spiders,
being anything up to 17 to 18mm long.
And yes, the male often gets eaten after mating - in fact, he often gets eaten
whilst mating!

Picture 3: Male and female Wasp spider - the female is the larger.
The white zig-zag web just to her left is the stabilimentum. Photo by Ian Cross.

Incidentally, the white zig-zag of silk, clearly visible to the left of the female in
picture 3, is called the ‘stabilimentum’. This is very much a feature of Wasp
Spider webs and is a useful thing to look out for when searching for them. Noone quite knows what function the stabilimentum performs. It has been
suggested that it serves as a warning beacon for larger animals with good
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vision, such as birds. The idea is that it prevents them flying through the web,
undoing many hours of the spider’s hard labour. Though why only wasp
spiders feel the need for such a useful device isn’t clear.
After mating, and while the male is just a faint, if delicious, memory, the
female sets about spinning a cocoon for her eggs. The cocoon (picture 4 below)
is an astonishing affair – yet again, absolutely characteristic of the Wasp
Spider.
To me it resembles a diving bell or even the command module from a lunar
landing. It’s a tough flask of spider silk, with an attractive, fluted top like a vase.
It tends to be suspended by a network of silk ‘guy ropes’ low down in the
undergrowth.

Picture 4: The Wasp Spider’s elaborate cocoon looks more like a diving bell
Photo by Ian Cross
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A specialist predator of grasshoppers
Now comes the bad news for those who like their creepy-crawlies to look cute
– like grasshoppers, perhaps – and not ugly, like spiders. Wasp Spiders will
cheerfully accept any insect prey that blunders into their webs. However, there
is a reason for building webs relatively low down in the long grass, rather than
high up in bushes.
Wasp Spiders are, above all, specialist predators of grasshoppers and bushcrickets. Picture 5 shows an unfortunate male Meadow Grasshopper who has
been paralysed and trussed-up in silk. Grasshoppers are often abundant in long
grass and, being relatively large as insects go, a single one provides a lasting
meal for a spider. Of course, these leaping insects put up a fierce struggle and
must have what feels like the kick from a mule for something of a similar size.
That’s why it takes a predator of the Wasp Spider’s hefty dimensions to
overcome them.

Picture 5: A specialist grasshopper predator, this female Wasp Spider gets to
grips with a male Meadow Grasshopper. Photo by Ian Cross.
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Gathering Swallows (Affpuddle)

Swallows in Affpuddle

Photos by Helen Frost
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Helen Frost: I will have to hurry if there’s any chance of seeing Roger’s
wonderful white swallows. Just normal ones in our garden - gathering nicely
on the electricity cables and in the Rowan tree!

Swallow Photo by Helen Frost
Many thanks to: Ian Cross, Wildlife Advisor,
Campbell De Burgh, Briantspuddle Community Website
Margaret Cheetham, Editor
Please send your contributions to macheetham@hotmail.co.uk.
I will confirm receipt. If you don’t hear from me it means I haven’t received
your email, so please make contact through
Briantspuddle Community Website and we’ll sort out a Plan B.
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